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ABSTRACT The emergence ofWireless BodyAreaNetworks (WBAN) provides users with ubiquitous wire-

less communication services, such as continuous exchange of medical information in real time. Therefore,

WBAN is considered to be one of the effective wireless sensor technologies for improving medical services.

However, the characteristics of WBAN make it subject to multiple attacks, such as the leakage of private

information of users, and WBAN is also inefficient. In this paper, a certificateless ring signature scheme

CLRS is proposed. In addition, we propose a public auditing scheme with identity privacy protection, which

combines the certificateless ring signature technology for cloud-assisted body area network. Through the

analysis of security, it shows that the scheme can resist the existing attack methods such as forging attacks.

Finally, the comparison between theoretical analysis and experimental simulation shows that the scheme has

obvious efficiency advantages compared with the existing scheme.

INDEX TERMS Public auditing, privacy preserving, certificateless ring signature, wireless body area

networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

The body area network (BAN) was first proposed by

Zimmerman [1] in 1996, which is also called of the wireless

body area network (WBAN) because of the use of wireless

communication technology. The wireless body area network

is a network in the 3-5 meter range of the human body.

Generally speaking, wireless body area network devices can

be divided into wearable devices and implanted devices:

wearable devices can be deployed on the human body sur-

face or clothing, and implanted devices can be implanted into

the human body. These sensors can continuously detect phys-

iological parameters such as electrocardiogram, electroen-

cephalogram, blood pressure, pulse and so on, and transmit

the collected physiological information to gateway or con-

troller through WiFi or Bluetooth wireless communication

technology. The controller can locally store or analyze the

collected physiological data, or transmit it to the medical

application system such as the remote medical server or cloud
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service platform through external network, so as to provide

health recommendations. The medical staff can also diagnose

and deal with the patient’s sudden disease in time.

From the aspect of network architecture, the wireless body

area network can be divided into three layers: the sens-

ing layer, the transmission layer and the application layer,

the structure model is shown in Figure 1. The sensing layer

is composed of a series of biosensors, which are mainly

responsible for the collection of body blood glucose, blood

pressure, ECG, EEG and other physiological signals, and

transmits data [2] through the micro wireless module carried

by itself. The transport layer, also known as the network

layer, is mainly used for data exchange and transfer links.

Due to the deployment around the human body, considering

the convenience of deployment, the wireless communication

technology is usually used for communication. In the trans-

port layer, Hub needs to be a forwarding device to forward the

physiological data collected by the sensor nodes. The appli-

cation layer includes various types of medical application

servers. After receiving the physiological data transmitted by

Hub, the medical application server analyzes and processes
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FIGURE 1. The three layers of WBAN.

the analysis results, and sends the analysis results to the

doctor or user [3], [4].

In view of the great effect of wireless body area network

technology on reality, many research institutions at home

and abroad have carried out research on wireless body area

network technology [5]–[8]. In 2004, Harvard University has

developed a CodeBlue system for emergency [6]; the same

year, the French CENS launched MARSIAN [7], MARSIAN

is a wrist joint dynamic monitoring and recording system

(Intelligent gloves embedded with physiological sensor) for

the detection of autonomic nervous system activity; in 2005,

NASA and Stanford University jointly developed the Life-

Guard [8] rescue system for space and terrestrial applications.

At 2012, Giancarlo Fortino et al. proposed the concept

of ‘‘BodyCloud’’ for the first time at CloudCom conference

[9], which is combining the body area network with cloud

computing firstly (as Figure 2 shown). Giancarlo Fortino et al.

believe that the combination of resource constrained body

area network with the massive and flexible cloud computing

technology will provide users with more services, and elabo-

rate the four reasons for the combination ofWBAN and cloud

services.

A. MANAGEMENT

the data in the body area network involves how to collect,

manage, store and transmit effectively. Multiple body sensors

get data sources in real time and the related activities that

may be distributed in time or space. Time distribution refers

to the activities carried out at different times and harmonize

the effect. Spatial distribution means that activities may be

distributed at different locations, while data networks are con-

nected together. Cloud computing infrastructure can facilitate

these data management functions and storage.

B. PROCESSING

data collected from somatic nodes are processed into physical

quantities, and are combined into other forms of data, for

FIGURE 2. The system model of cloud-assisted body area network.

example, combining body temperature reading with blood

pressure readings into patients’ health charts. In the presence

of multiple input data streams from the body area network,

data processing is the necessary operation for making critical

decisions in real time, and this operationmay be computation-

ally intensive. The cloud infrastructure can provide a wealth

of computing resources.

C. SERVICE INVOCATION

the problem of how the data collected from the network is

processed and how to be allocated. The process is executed by

automatically forming the workflow and invoking services.

This operation process requires a platform such as cloud

infrastructure to support automatic workflow formation.

D. DATA ANALYSIS

the somatic data that is introduced into various analysis and

modeling tools can be further used in various applications

and decision-making systems. Analysis operations rely on

appropriate storage and middleware technologies to perform

high and fast data processing. It can take advantage of the

ability of cloud processing and provide fast response.

After Giancarlo Fortino proposed the concept of

‘‘BodyCloud’’, many scholars have studied the architecture

of cloud-assisted body area network. In 2013, Wan et al.

put forward a pervasive health application framework [10]

combined with wireless body area network and mobile cloud

computing technology, and proposed energy efficient routing

strategy, cloud resource allocation and heterogeneous cloud-

assisted somatic network semantic interoperability and other

solutions. In 2017, in literature [11], Chen et al. based on

intelligent wearable devices, combined with edge computing

and cloud computing technology, put forward the concept

of ‘‘Wearable 2’’ to enhance the next generation of health

care system QoS (quality of service) and QoE (experience

quality). To evaluate the feasibility of the network, in the same

year, Yu et al. from the Chinese University of Hong Kong

[12] did the simulation test of the 24 hour operation of the

cloud assisted body sensor network and the support of the
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concurrent users. In 2018, Yu et al. [12] designed a new

architecture for the emergency healthcare system based on

mobile cloud computation (MCC) and fifth-generation (5G)

wireless link is proposed. Based on the processing speed of

MCC and the communication rate of 5G scheme, this system

can monitor and locate patients in real time.

Although the combination of resource constrained body

area network with clouds with massive and flexible capacity,

it provides more rich digital services for users. However,

the introduction of cloud server has brought new security

and privacy risks, cloud-assisted body area network data is

used in the diagnosis of disease of the user, so there are strict

requirements for the correctness of the data, and how to detect

the data stored in the cloud server is correct, needs a suitable

remote data integrity checking mechanism for cloud-assisted

body area network. And the public auditing scheme can be

used to solve this problem.

However, in the existing public auditing schemes, the third

party auditor needs to get the user’s public key information,

but the user’s public key is one-to-one correspondence with

the user’s identity, so it will expose the user’s identity privacy.

In wireless body area network applications, data related to

user’s health information is very sensitive. Through the third

party auditor will complete the auditing work with cloud

server faithfully, but as a semi-trusted entity, it still may get

user’s identity privacy information. How to ensure that cloud

servers and auditors provide users with services at the same

time and do not disclose patient’s identity privacy has become

one of the hot issues in this area.

At present, there are many public auditing schemes for

privacy protection have been put forward [14]–[20]. These

schemes can be divided into two categories, one kind is data

content privacy protection [14]–[16], and the other kind is

user identity privacy protection [17]–[20], [29]. The data

content privacy protection is considering how to audit the

data while allowing the third party auditors can not obtain

any information about the storage of data; the identity pri-

vacy mainly considers how to make the auditing task and

does not retrieve any identity information of the data owner.

At present, there are only few researches have covered the

identity privacy protection problem, such as schemes with

ring signature [17]–[19], group signature [20], [29]–[32].

However, these public auditing schemes with privacy pro-

tection have high computational cost. The cloud-assisted

body area network is resource–constrained, therefore, it is of

great significance to propose an efficient and practical public

auditing scheme with identity privacy preserving for cloud-

assisted body area network.

II. PUBLIC AUDITING SCHEME WITH IDENTITY PRIVACY

PRESERVING

Based on the above discussions, in this paper, a certificateless

ring signature scheme CLRS is proposed firstly. Next, based

on CLRS, a public auditing scheme with identity preserving

is put forwarded and be applied to cloud-assisted body area

network environment. Based on this scheme, when cloud

TABLE 1. The efficiency comparison of ring signature schemes.

servers and auditors provide storage and audit services for

WBAN applications such as hospitals, they can only be sure

that the data is derived from an anonymous group but not a

certain individual, thereby protecting users’ identity privacy.

In the process of designing the certificateless ring signa-

ture scheme in this section, the ring signature scheme RSCP

designed by Shim [27] is improved and a certificateless ver-

sion is constructed. Here we use the RSCP scheme designed

by Shim et al. is due to the high efficiency of the scheme.

Table 1 lists the efficiency comparison between the RSCP and

other ring signature schemes. It can be found that the RSCP

scheme is better than other schemes no matter in the length

of signature, or in the computation complexity of signature

and verification. In the next section, we will introduce the

certificateless ring signature scheme CLRS and public audit-

ing schemewith identity privacy protection for cloud-assisted

wireless body area network based on CLRS.

A. THE SYSTEM MODEL FOR PUBLIC AUDITING SCHEME

WITH IDENTITY PRIVACY PRESERVING

There are four roles in our scheme including of:cloud server,

key generate center, auditor and user.

1) CLOUD SERVER

cloud server is a semi-trusted entity with large capacity of

computational and storage resources;user uploads the data

collected with sensors to cloud server to save the storage

cost locally. Considering that the cloud server is semi-trusted,

although it will fulfill the whole protocol process, it may

make unauthorized access to user sensitive privacy data.

2) KEY GENERATE CENTER (KGC)

the KGC is specially responsible for generating the pub-

lic parameters of the system and generating the partial

public key/partial private key for each role. The key cen-

ter is a semi-trusted entity. Third Party Auditor: the third

party auditor is a semi-trusted entity and is responsible for

the integrity testing task. When the user wants to check

whether data stored in the remote cloud server is cor-

rect, the user request to the third party auditor, third party

audit server sends the challenge information to the cloud

server and receives the response information: auditing proof.

Based on the auditing proof, third party auditors can test

data integrity and test results will be sent to the data

owner.
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3) USER

the user is a cloud-assistedwireless body area network service

user. Users use the sensors to collect physiological data on

the body and upload to the cloud server to construct user

physiological data record; before uploading, user needs to

generate the tags for the using of integrity checking; for the

reason that the data stored in the cloud server is privacy

physiological data, so user wants to be anonymous when

auditing data in order to protect users identity privacy.

B. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

In addition to realize public auditing of remote data, our

scheme should also be able to achieve the purpose of pro-

tecting user’s identity privacy. Below is a list of the design

goals to be met in the designing of this scheme:

1) PUBLICLY VERIFIABLE

third party auditors can verify whether the data stored on

cloud servers are well stored without having to download all

stored data and impose additional computational burden on

users.

2) STORAGE CORRECTNESS

only the cloud server that stores the data owner’s data can

verify the integrity of the data with an interactive protocol

with the third party auditor.

3) IDENTITY PRIVACY PROTECTION

in the process of uploading and auditing, the auditor can not

obtain the corresponding information of any auditing data and

the identity of the data owner.

4) BATCH AUDITING

when receiving testing requests of multiple data blocks,

the third party auditor should be able to simultaneously detect

multiple data blocks for one-time, thereby improving the

efficiency of the system.

C. CLRS CERTIFICATELESS RING SIGNATURE SCHEME

In this section, the design of the certificateless ring signature

scheme CLRS will be introduced. The CLRS scheme in this

section includes of five polynomial time algorithms: system

setup, partial-key generation, user key generation, signature

and verification. The system setup process is used to generate

public parameters, the system master key and the public key.

Themaster key ismainly usedwhen receiving partial key gen-

erating user request, embedding the personal information and

the master key into the user’s partial key. So ‘‘trusted factors’’

will be embedded into the signature when user use partial key

to generate signature for message; after receiving a signature,

the public key and the user can use the corresponding public

key to verify the validity of the signature, the public key

system is a ‘‘credible information’’, this parameter shows that

the signature or the private key has been authorized by the key

generation center, whichwill be different with the PKI system

TABLE 2. Notations list for CLRS.

and save the cost of certificate storage and transmission. But

because of the inherent nature of the ring signature, in the

process of signature verification, a large number of public key

user needs to be used, if we use the certificate-based scheme,

then a large number of certificates transmission and storage

costs are consumed, and the wireless body area network is an

especially resource constrained environment, it will greatly

be a burden of storage and communication to the system;

although the identity-based schemes do not needs certificate,

but due to key escrow problem that key center authority is too

high, will cause the system in high security risks.

In the certificateless system, the user generate the pri-

vate/public key to themself, and the user’s private key is

combined with the key generated in this part and the other

partial key extracted by key generation center in the partial

key extraction phase; in the process of the signing algorithm,

the user collects the other users’ public key, calls this algo-

rithm to sign a message to generate an anonymous signature

(ring signature), signature receiver can use verification algo-

rithm to verify the signer’s signature, verification algorithm

requires the user to input the signers’ public key and key

center’s public key; in the verification process, the verifier

only knows the signer comes from these users but do not

know the specific information, so as to protect the identity

of user’s privacy. In this paper, based on the Shim’s ring sig-

nature scheme RSCP, a certificateless ring signature scheme

CLRS is designed. The following is the introduction of the

certificateless ring signature scheme, CLRS, which is built in

this paper. Table 2 lists the symbols used in the CLRS scheme.

1) SYSTEM SETUP

Algorithm 1 defines the system setup phase of our cer-

tificateless ring signature scheme which inputs a secu-

rity parameters l and outputs the public parameters

(q,G1,G2,P,H , h, e,PKKGC ).

2) PARTIAL-KEY EXTRACTION

Similar to certificateless signature scheme, new users need to

apply for the KGC to compute a partial key. The process is as

follows:

The user sends a request to the key center with own identity

information IDi, the KGC computes SKi,1 = hIDi) ·msk ·P.
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Algorithm 1 System Setup

Input: security parameters l

Output: public parameters (q,G1,G2,P,H , h, e,Ppub)

1)KGC generate a large prime number q satisfying: q >2l ;

2)KGC chooses the parameters below:

3) <G1, ·>; // the cyclic multiplicative group

with order q;

4) <G2, ·>; // the cyclic multiplicative group

with order q;

5) P ∈ G1 //the generator in G1;

6) Q ∈ G2 // the generator in G2;

7) KGC chooses a bilinear pairing function e :G1 × G2 →

GT ;

8) KGC chooses a one-way hash function G1MG
n
1→ Z∗q ;

9) Chooses a random numbermsk ∈ Z∗q ;//generate the system

master key

10)Compute Ppub= msk ·Q;//generate the system public key;

11)returns{G1,G2,P,Q, e, q,H ,Ppub};

3) USER-KEY GENERATION

After applying for the partial key, the user selects the user’s

key. The specific process is as follows:

For user Ui, selects a random number si ∈ Zq
∗ and sets

SKi2 = si. Compute the corresponding user’s public key

PKi = si · P. After this phase, set user’s secret key as

SKi = {SKi1SKi2}, public key as PKi.

After all the key establishment has been completed,

the user calls the algorithm 2 to sign the messagem ∈ {0, 1}∗.

Before signing, the signer collects the other n users’ public

key and constructs public key sets {PK1,PK2, · · · ,PKn}.

Then input the public key sets {PK1,PK2, · · · ,PKn}, signer’s

secret key SKi message m ∈ {0, 1}∗ into algorithm 2 and gets

the ring signature S = {A1,A2, . . . ,An,B,O}.

When the signature receiver receives the message and

the corresponding signature, the algorithm 3 can be invoked

to verify the signature. The verification process requires

the input of the public key sets {PK1,PK2, · · · ,PKn},

m ∈ {0, 1}∗ and KGC’s public key Ppub. Finally, call-

ing the algorithm 3 and returns the verification result

‘‘TRUE’’ or ‘‘FALSE’’. ‘‘TRUE’’ represents that the signa-

ture passes the verification, and ‘‘FALSE’’ represents the

signature on message is illegal. It should be noted that in

the process, the verifier can not get the specific identity

information of the signer, and the verifier only knows that

the signer is a member comes from the group of public key

set {PK1,PK2, · · · ,PKn} and do not know which one is the

specific member.

D. THE PUBLIC AUDITING SCHEME WITH IDENTITY

PRIVACY PRESERVING BASED ON CLRS

In this section, a public auditing scheme with identity privacy

preserving is proposed, based on the certificateless ring signa-

ture scheme CLRS which is proposed in the previous section.

In our scheme, based on the anonymity of ring signature,

auditors will not get the data owner’s identity information

Algorithm 2 Ring Signature

Input: public key sets {PK1,PK2, · · · ,PKn}, signer’s secret

key SKi, message m ∈ {0, 1}∗

Output: ring signature S = {A1,A2, . . . ,An,B,O}

1)for(i = 1; (i <= n)&&(i 6= j); i++)

2){

3) chooses:

4) Ai ∈ G1;

5)} //end for, chooses n− 1 elements in G1

6)for(i = 1; i <= n; i++)

7){

8) Computes:

9) hi = H (Ai,m,PK1,PK2, · · · ,PKn);

10)}//end for

11)for(i = 1; (i <= n)&&(i 6= j); i++)

12){

13) Chooses: r , t ∈ Z∗q ;

14) computes:

15) Aj = t · P+ r · SKi1 −
n
∑

i 6=j

(hi · PKi + Ai);

16) B = (t + hj · SKi2) · Q;

17) O = r · hIDi);

18)} //end for, compute ring signature

Returns S = {A1,A2, . . . ,An,B,O}

Algorithm 3 Signature Verification

Input: public key sets {PK1,PK2, · · · ,PKn}, message m ∈

{0, 1}∗, Ppub
Output: ‘‘TRUE’’ or ‘‘FALSE’’

1)for(i = 0; i <= n; i++)

2){

3) Computes: hi = H (Ai,m,PK1,PK2, · · · ,PKn)

4) }//end for

5)Verify the equation

e
(

P,B+ O · Ppub
)

= e

(

n
∑

i=1

(hi · PKi + Ai),Q

)

;

//check the signature

6)Returns ‘‘TRUE’’or ‘‘FALSE’’

in the process of integrity checking; in addition, because of

the solution is based on certificateless technology, greatly

reducing the user’s storage and communication costs in the

body area network environment with limited resources. There

are six algorithms in our scheme: system setup, partial key

generation, user key generation, tags generation, proof gen-

eration and verification. Figure 3 is a diagram of the system

model of our privacy protection auditing scheme proposed in

this paper, and table 3 lists the symbols used in this section.

1) SYSTEM SETUP

similar to algorithm 1, KGC generates two cyclic multiplica-

tive group G1, G2 with order q, a bilinear pairing e :G1 ×

G2 → GT and a one-way hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → G1.
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FIGURE 3. The system model of our privacy preserving storage auditing
scheme for cloud-assisted WBAN.

TABLE 3. Notations list for public auditing scheme with identity privacy
preserving.

Chooses two random elements P ∈ G1, Q ∈ G2. Finally

KGC chooses a random number msk ∈ Z∗q as system master

key and computes Ppub= msk ·Q, KGC public system public

parameters:{G1,G2,P,Q, e, q,H ,Ppub}.

2) PARTIAL KEY GENERATION

before cloud-assisted body area network users access the

system, they need to send their own identity information IDi
to KGC, KGC computes SKi1 = HIDi) ·msk ·P for new user

to generate partial key.

3) USER KEY GENERATION

for user Ui, choose a random number si ∈ Zq
∗ and sets

SKi2 = si, calculate the user’s public key PKi = si · P.

After the user’s key generation phase is completed, set user’s

private key as SKi = {SKi1SKi2}, and the user’s public key

as PKi. All the key generation operations are completed by

the above steps.

4) TAGS GENERATION

when the user wants to upload the data collected by the

sensors to the server, the data files need to be parti-

tioned. Here, suppose the data file has k block, the user

collects the public key of the other users and gets the

key set {PK1,PK2, · · · ,PKn}. Given a set of public key,

{PK1,PK2, · · · ,PKn}, user’s private key SKs, for a message

mi ∈ {0, 1}
∗(i ∈ [1, n]) the tag is calculated as follows:

Algorithm 4 Tag Generation

Input: security parameter l

Output: tag S = {Ai,1,Ai,2, . . . ,Ai,n,Bi}

1)for(j = 0; (j <= n)&&(j 6= s); j++)

2){

3) Chooses: Ai,j ∈ G1; //chooses n− 1 elements in G1;

4) }//end for

5)chooses: o, t ∈ Z∗q
6)computes:

7) Aj = t · P+ r · SKi1 −
n
∑

i 6=j

(hi · PKi + Ai);

8) B = (t + hj · SKi2) · Q;

9) O = r · hIDi);

10) returns S =
{

Ai,1,Ai,2, · · · ,Ai,n,Bi,O
}

After the completion of algorithm 4, the user uploads

the data {m1,m2, · · · ,mn} and the corresponding tags to

the cloud server. The cloud server stores the data and the

corresponding tags.

5) PROOF GENERATION

if the user wants to detect whether the data stored at the

cloud server is correctly saved, the user sends the checking

request to the auditor, and the auditor performs an interactive

algorithm 5 with the cloud server, generates proof (Pro,C)

and return it to the auditor.

Algorithm 5 Proof Generation

Input: S = {Ai,1,Ai,2, . . . ,Ai,n,Bi}

Output: (Pro,C)

1)The third part auditor generates the tuple Chal =

{(i, ri)}i∈I , I is an i-elements sets and i ∈ [1, n], ri ∈ Z∗q ;

//generates the challenge message

2)The third part auditor sends Chal to cloud server; //sends

challenge message

3)Cloud server computes:

4) A1 =
c
∑

j=1

rj · Aj,1;

5) A2 =
c
∑

j=1

rj · Aj,2;

6) · · ·

7) An =
c
∑

j=1

rj · Aj,n;

8) M =
c
∑

j=1

rj · mj;

9) B =
c
∑

j=1

rj · Bj;

10) Returns (A1,A2, · · · ,An,M ,B)

Proof verification: This is the last stage of the whole

scheme, after the auditor received proof (Pro,C), checks if
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the equation e(P,B+O · Ppub) = e(
n
∑

i=1

(M · PKi + Ai),Q) is

hold, results are returned as a Boolean value: ‘‘TRUE’’ repre-

sents that the detected data stored properly, ‘‘FALSE’’ repre-

sents the existence of incorrect data block storage. Finally,

the auditor returns the results to the user. So far, all the

algorithms of the scheme are finished. In the next section,

we will analyze the security of the scheme by means of

the formal proof method under the random oracle model,

and analyze the efficiency of the scheme through simulation

experiments.

III. THE SECURITY ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC AUDITING

SCHEME WITH IDENTITY PRIVACY PRESERVING

In this section, we will analyze the security of our scheme.

There are two parts respectively. The first part is non-formal

analysis of the security goals achieved by the scheme. In the

non-formal analysis basis, by deriving formal proof in the

random oracle model to prove the unforgeability of our

scheme, the security assumption of the certificateless ring

signature scheme and the identity privacy public audit scheme

is based on the co-CDH problem. If the co-CDH’s difficult

assumption is hold, the scheme can not be overcomed by a

polynomial time attacker.

A. SECURITY GOALS ANALYSIS

1) IDENTITY PRIVACY PROTECTION

in our certificateless ring signature scheme, the signer’s sig-

nature is computed by the key set {PK1,PK2, · · · ,PKn}.

Because of the anonymity of the ring signature, the receiver

can not get any specific user’s identity information, but can

only know that the signature is from a user in the group.

In our cloud-assisted body area network public auditing

scheme, the data owner calls signing algorithm to generate the

integrity checking label and uploads to the cloud server, in the

process of tags aggregation and proof verification, cloud

server and auditor can’t obtain any identity information from

the uploaded tags {Ai,1,Ai,2, . . . ,Ai,n,Bi} and aggregated tags

(A1,A2, · · · ,An,M ,B).

2) BATCH AUDITING

when multiple data blocks are received, the cloud server

uses algorithm 5 to aggregate multiple data blocks to

generate validation proof. After receiving the verification

proof, the auditor checks the integrity of all data blocks.

Based on the function of tag aggregation in algorithm 5,

the scheme implements batch auditing of multiple data

blocks.

3) PUBLICLY VERIFIABLE

when receiving a integrity testing request sent by the user,

the third party auditor can complete integrity testing with

the cloud server and user through proof generation and

proof verification algorithms without additional computa-

tional overhead. Therefore, this scheme satisfies the public

verifiability.

4) CORRECT STORAGE

when data stored in the cloud server is modified,

deleted or damaged, third party auditors can check the

integrity of data with our scheme; in addition, due to the rea-

son that the tags generation scheme is unforgeable, so the data

stored on the server can be guaranteed to be well-kept. Below,

we will prove that our scheme satisfies the non-forgery in

random oracle model.

B. NON-FORGERY PROOF

This section lists the theorem 1 and gives a proof.

Theorem 1: in the CLRS scheme, if the co-CDH assump-

tion is hold, then for a polynomial time attacker A, it is

difficult to forge a signature.

Proof: suppose A is an attacker who successfully forges

the CLRS signature scheme. Given an instance of co-CDH

problem: (P, x · P,Q), challenger C can invoke the attacker

A’s atracking algorithm to output the solution of co-CDH

problem. Here we set PKi as x ·PPKi← x ·P. In this process,

the attacker A can check the following quires at any time:

• quires:

(1)h quires:

1)C maintains list Lh including tuples {Ai,m,PK1,

PK2, · · · ,PKnhi} and initialized as empty.

2)When receiving a quires request {Ai,m,PK1,PK2

, · · · ,PKn}, challenger C checks if tuple {Ai,m,PK1,PK2

, · · · ,PKnhi} exists. If exists, challenger C returns hi to A.

3)Else, challenger C generates a random number hi ∈ Z
∗
q and

returns hi to A.

(2)H-quires:

1)C maintains the list LH including of tuples {IDiHi}

and initialized as empty.

2)When receiving a challenge message IDi, chal-

lenger C checks if tuple {IDiHi} exist. If exits, challenger C

returns Hi to A.

3)Else, challenger C generates a random number hi ∈

Z∗q and returns hi to A.

• Forgery:

When challenger sends message m to request signing,

attackers invoke the forgery algorithm as the steps below:

1)Chooses n− 1 elements Ai,1,Ai,2, . . . ,Ai,s−1
,Ai,s+1,...Ai,n ∈ G1;

2)Chooses two random numbers o, t ∈ Z∗q , request h-

quires and H-quires respectively; computes Ai,s = t · P+ o ·

SKi,1−
n
∑

j 6=s

(hi · PKj + Ai,j)−hs ·PKs, Bi = t ·Q, O = o ·Hi;

3)Outputs the forging signature S ′ = {Ai,1
′,Ai,

′
2, . . . ,

Ai,n
′
,B
′,O′}.

Due to S is a valid signature on m, so we can get the

equations below:

e(

n
∑

i 6=s

(hi · PKi + Ai),Q)

= e(

n
∑

i 6=s

(hi · PKj + Ai)+ hs · PKs + As,Q)
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TABLE 4. The computational complexity of the certificateless signature
schemes.

= e(

n
∑

i 6=s

(hi · PKj + Ai)+ hs · PKs + t · P+ o · SKi,1

−

n
∑

i 6=s

(hi · PKj + Ai,j)− hs · PKs,Q)

= e(t · P+ o · SKi,1,Q)

= e((t + o · Hi · msk · P,Q)

= e((t + o · Hi · msk · Q,P)

= e(t · Q+ o · Hi · msk · Q,P)

= e(B+ O · Ppub,P)

Challenger can get two valid signatures onmessagem: S =

{A1,A2, · · · ,AnB,O} and S ′ =
{

A1
′,A2

′, · · · ,An
′,B′,O′

}

,

i ∈ [1, n] , i 6= s, hi = hi′. Sowe can get the equationB−B′ =

(hi − hi
′ · x · Q.

Finally, the challenger outputs x ·Q = (hi − hi
′)−1 ·(B−B′)

as the solution of co-CDH instance.Through the proof above,

we can find that if the scheme can be overcome, then the co-

CDH problem is also broken. But the co-CDH assumption

is set up, and the contradiction is reached, so our scheme

satisfies the unforgability.

From the definition of the theorem 1 we can see that the

CLRS scheme is satisfying unforgeability, for the reason that

our public auditing scheme in this paper is based on the CLRS

ring signature scheme, so the integrity tag of public auditing

scheme in this paper cannot be successfully pass the auditor’s

auditing algorithmwhen the attacker forges and satisfying the

unforgablity in the random oracle model.

IV. THE EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS OF IDENTITY PRIVACY

PRESERVING PUBLIC AUDITING SCHEME

The following three experiments (signing and verification

stages) are used to compare the efficiency of this scheme

with other schemes. The experimental platform is configured

as follows: 3.6 GHz processor, 8 G RAM, and the operating

system is Windows 7 operating system. We will use the open

source cryptography library JPBC to implement this scheme.

The selection of elliptic curves is y2 = x3 + x, the length of

the key is 1024 bits, and the type of bilinear mapping is Tate

Paring.

First, we compare the certificateless ring signature scheme

CLRS proposed in the paper with the scheme [17], [18], [28],

and do two tests: Signature stage and signature verification

stage. Table 4 lists the number of cryptographic operations

for several schemes, and Figure 4 is the time consumption

of testing the signature of [0, 1000] data blocks. It can be

FIGURE 4. The time cost of signing with regard to the number of blocks.

FIGURE 5. The time cost of verifying signature with regard to the number
of blocks.

found that in several ring signature schemes, the computa-

tional complexity of our scheme is the lowest. Figure 5 shows

the comparison of signature verification process, because in

our scheme, bilinear mapping operation is constant, and the

number of bilinear mapping in other schemes will be varying

with the change of the number of users, and bilinear mapping

operation is the highest computational cost operation, so our

signature verification algorithm has efficiency advantage.

Finally, we compare the auditing phase of several pub-

lic auditing schemes [14]–[17], which is the most time-

consuming stage of the entire auditing process and also is a

efficiency bottleneck of the system. As we can see in Figure 6

and table 5, when the tag is aggregated, the computational

cost of our scheme is independent of the number of verifying

data blocks, only related to the number of members in the

ring. After the size of the ring is selected, with increased
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FIGURE 6. The time cost of verifying signature with regard to the number
of blocks.

TABLE 5. The time cost of auditing phase with regard to the number of
blocks.

verification data blocks, our scheme’s verification time is a

constant; while in [14]–[17], with the increasing of the audit-

ing data blocks, bilinear mapping operation also increases lin-

early and the cryptographic operation will increase. Through

comparison, it is found that our scheme achieves the best

efficiency among the comparing schemes.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, based on the certificateless ring signature tech-

nology, a public auditing scheme for cloud-assisted body area

network with identity privacy protection is proposed. This

scheme supports the protection of the identity privacy of the

data owner in auditing process. This scheme has practical

significance considering the needs for the protection of the

patient’s identity privacy in some wireless body area applica-

tions, such as hospitals. Based on the property of the identity

privacy protection of the ring signature technology, the audi-

tor can only know that the owner of the data is a member of

the anonymous group in the process of auditing. In addition,

the scheme is the first public auditing scheme based on certifi-

cateless ring signature in cloud-assisted body area network,

which is suitable for resource constrained body area network

environment. The self-organization of ring signature scheme

makes the deployment of the scheme simpler. Through the

experiment analysis and comparison, this scheme is also

achieving better security and efficiency properties than other

similar schemes.
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